
Daisy Farm Crafts 
Crochet Grandma Cuddles Baby Blanket 

Pattern by Tiffany Brown 

MATERIALS

For a 34 x 34 inch blanket

gauge: 4 inches = 10 sts and 10 rows taken from the blanket

6 skeins Bernat Bundle Up (any color, we used Brook.)

5 mm hook 

scissors, tapestry needle, stitch marker

STITCHES
Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook

Half Double Crochet (HDC): YO, insert your hook into back loop, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull
through all three loops on hook

Treble Crochet (TC): YO twice, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops,
YO and pull through two loops again, YO and pull through remaining two loops

https://www.yarnspirations.com/bernat-bundle-up-small-ball/161274.html?utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_06_09__bernat-bundle-up-small-ball


PATTERN

Chain 112. (or any even number if you want to make this larger or smaller)

Row 1: Begin in the second chain from the hook with 1 SC. *TC into the next chain. SC into the next
chain. Repeat from * across the row. (Your last stitch should be SC.). CH 1 and turn. (111 stitches (sts).)

Row 2: SC into each st across the row. CH 1 and turn. (111 sts.)

Row 3: SC into each of the first 2 sts, *TC into the next st. SC into the next st. Repeat from * across the
row until 2 sts remain. 1 SC into each of the last 2 sts. CH 1 and turn. 
(Tip: Mark the first TC of row 3 with a stitch marker. As the blanket grows, move the stitch marker up to
the next TC on the row where you start with 2 SC. This will help to remind you which row begins with 2
SC.)

Row 4: Repeat row 2. 

Row 5: SC into the first st of the row, *TC into the next st. SC into the next st. Repeat from * across the
row. CH 1 and turn. 

Row 6: Repeat row 2. 
Continue repeating rows 3 through 6 until the blanket measures square. End on a row 2 instruction (one
row of SC.)

Border: 

After finishing the last row of SC, do not turn. Work 2 more SC into the last st. Work 1 SC per the end of
one row down the first side of the blanket. Work 3 SC into the corner. Work 1 SC into each st on the
bottom of the blanket, 3 SC into the corner. Work 1 SC per the end of each row on the final side. Finish
round with 2 SC into the corner, SL ST to the first st. 
Do not turn. 

CH 8. Work 1 HDC into each of the next 7 chains. *SL ST into the next 2 sts on the edge of the blanket.
Turn blanket edge away from you, work 1 back loop HDC into each of the 7 HDC. Ch 1 and turn. Work
1 HDC into each back loop of next 7 HDC. Repeat from * until you get to the corner. 

To round the corner, first SL ST into the next st only once. Then, work the ribbing. Then, SL ST once into
the middle st., work the ribbing. SL ST into the same middle st again. Work the ribbing and SL ST a final
time into the middle st. Work the ribbing and then SL ST 1 time into the next st, work the ribbing, then
resume SL ST into each of the next 2 stitches. 

Continue the ribbing around the entire edge. When you return to the starting corner, finish working
around the corner, then tie off and sew the bottom edge of the starting chain to the last row of ribbing. 
Tie off and weave in all the ends. 

Here's the video tutorial if you need more help: 
https://youtu.be/fkP9c3Em7lg
 
Thank you so much for stopping by and I hope you enjoy the pattern! 

 

https://youtu.be/fkP9c3Em7lg

